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A scan of the 2018 horizon reveals a year that appears to be on the cusp of 
profound change. IT cycle begins when the bulls are pointing to the right in 
leading quadrant, where square separates the behavior into its horizontal and 
vertical components, in RS-ratio and RS momentum respectively. We recognized 
IT sector approaching towards north and emerge as morning star. An officer like 
INFY, TCS and TECHM is as expected at par with the skills leading the battel and 
deserving of the respect of the peers by taking command in battle. . 

Now it’s a ShowTime for second line soldiers to lead as the Officers have already 
done with their job. Very soon soldier will be in a lime light and shine on to the 
brightest!!! 
The trends unfolding will do so in an environment of higher expectations and once 
the momentum starts price tend to remain in a momentum more or less in the same 
direction. Recent price spike gives kick start to the MID-CAP IT engines.  
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On the completion of the intermediate pullback in the form of corrective leg on 
higher timeframe, the secular trend reinforce itself and march in to the uncharted 
territory. Bulls will continue to dominate the higher time frame by surprising the 
market. RSI the momentum oscillator has posted trend line breakout which 
eventually push RSI on higher level adding strength to the underline. IT were the 
underperformer since 2015 period. Recent trend line breakout on the Relative 
strength comparison suggest IT index is set to outperform the key bench mark index 
Nifty.  On higher time frame charts mainly on monthly IT index is oscillating in 
escalating channel and it continue to march towards the north. Intermediate target 
for IT Index is 16000.  
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Mindtree on Higher time frame mainly on monthly posted the horizontal 
consolidation breakout. With supportive oscillator RSI has also posted trend line 
breakout which confirms the action towards north which add to our conviction. 
Mindtree may continue to march in to uncharted territory. Intermediate target 
placed at 1000, stock has potential to travel beyond the 1000 level. Intermediate 
support placed at 750. 

midcap soldiers
Mindtree 

CMP : 845 

TGT : 1000 
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NIIT TECH has posted the rising channel breakout with intermediate support of 735. 
After breakout stock has posted through back towards breakout, NIITTECH posted a 
pullback of more than 10% from the recent top. With the secular uptrend being 
intact on a higher time frame chart, such a pullback should be capitalized as a buying 
opportunity for adding more longs given the conviction in the structural trend. 
Intermediate target for NIITTECH is placed at 1000. 
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PERSISTENT is done with it intermediate pull back on higher time frame in the form 
of corrective pattern. Completion of corrective move stock is poised for an initial leg 
of up move towards the uncharted territory above 960 level, even stock has 
potential to travel beyond the mention level. Intermediate target is placed at 1000 
and intermediate support placed at 585. 
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CMP : 830 
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A RELATIVE ROTATION 
GRAPH® (RRG®) IS A 
COMPLETE TOP-DOWN 
ANALYSIS 
TECHNIQUE. RRG WILL 
HELP YOU LOOK AT 
THE RELATIVE 
PERFORMANCE OF A 
SECURITY, INDEX OR 
EVEN AN ASSET CLASS 
AND DETERMINE HOW 
IT IS PERFORMING 
RELATIVE TO THE 
BENCHMARK.

Rotation Sequence
A sector is in the leading quadrant (green) when RS- 
Ratio and RS-Momentum are above 100 (+/+). A 
positive RS-Ratio indicates an uptrend in relative 
performance and positive momentum means this 
trend is still pushing higher. 

*A sector is in the weakening quadrant (yellow) when 
RS-Ratio is above 100, but RS-Momentum moves 
below 100 (+/-). A positive RS-Ratio indicates an 
uptrend in relative performance, but negative 
momentum means this uptrend is stalling or losing 
power. 

A sector is in the lagging quadrant 
when RS-Ratio and RS-Momentum 
are both below 100 (-/-). A negative 
RS-Ratio indicates a downtrend in 
relative performance and negative 
momentum means this downtrend 
is still pushing lower. 

A sector is in the improving 
quadrant when RS-Ratio is below 
100, but RS-Momentum moves 
above 100 (-/+). A negative RS- 
Ratio indicates a downtrend in 
relative performance, but positive 
momentum means this downtrend 
is stalling or potentially reversing. 
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This document is for private circulation and information purpose only and should not be regarded as an investment, trading, taxation‐legal 
or price‐risk management advice. In no circumstances it is considered as an offer to sale or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell the 

Equity derivatives or other services mentioned herein. The securities and strategies discussed and opinions expressed, if any, in this report 
may not be suitable for all investors, who must make their own investment decisions, based on their own investment objectives, financial 

positions and needs of specific recipient. 
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suitability of trading based upon their resources, risk appetite and other relevant information; and understand that statements regarding 
future prospects may not be realized. KTCPL, its directors, analysts or employees do not take any responsibility, financial or otherwise, of 
the losses or the damages sustained due to the investments made or any action taken on basis of this report, including but not restricted 

to, fluctuation in the prices of shares and bonds, changes in the currency rates, diminution in the NAVs, reduction in the dividend or 
income, etc. 

Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. 
Investors are advised to see Risk Disclosure Document to understand the risks associated before investing in the securities markets. 

Actual results may differ materially from those set forth in projections. 
Forward looking statements are not predictions and may be subject to change without notice. This report may not be taken in substitution 

for the exercise of independent judgment by any recipient. Each recipient of this report should make such investigations as it deems 
necessary to arrive at an independent evaluation of an investment in the securities of companies referred to in this report (including the 

merits and risks involved), and should consult its own advisors to determine the merits and risks of such an investment. KTCPL, its 
directors, analysts or employees do not take any responsibility, financial or otherwise, of the losses or the damages sustained due to the 

investments made or any action taken on basis of this report. KTCPL and its affiliated companies, their directors and employees / 
arbitrageurs may; from time to time, (a) have long or short position(s) in, and buy or sell the securities of the company(ies) mentioned 

herein or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such securities or earn brokerage or other compensation or act as a market 
maker in the financial instruments of the company(ies) discussed herein or act as an advisor or investment banker, lender/borrower to such 

company(ies) or may have any other potential conflict of interests with respect to any recommendation and other related information and 
opinions. Each of these entities functions as a separate, distinct and independent of each other. The recipient should take this into account 
before interpreting this document. KTCPL may have issued other reports that are inconsistent with and reach different conclusion from the 

information presented in this report. 
 

We advised and cautioned the recipient of this report nor to copy, forward, pass-on or circulate or re-circulate or transmit or distribute or 
redistribute, this report or part thereof to any person /entities into United States of America (USA), Japan, Canada and such other 

countries, directly or indirectly. Any recipient(s) who have received of such report or any part thereof of such countries, is are requested to 
ignore the same and brought to the knowledge of such incidence to the Company as this report is not directed or intended for distribution 
to, or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction, where such 

distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law, regulation or which would require or subject to any registration or 
licensing requirement within such jurisdiction of KTCPL. The securities described herein may or may not be eligible for sale in all 

jurisdictions or to certain category of investors. 
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